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DESCRIPTION OF NOMENCLATURE 

The mathematical symbols used in this thesis consist of scalars, geometric vec

tors, arrays and matrices. Scalars are represented by lower-case, lightface characters. 

Geometric vectors are represented by lower-case, lightface characters with an over-

score arrow. Arrays and matrices are represented boldface characters with arrays 

being lower-case and matrices being upper-case. Differentiation with respect to time 

is denoted by one or more dots. 

a scalar 

a geometric vector 

a array 

A matrix 

à first derivative with respect to time 

a second derivative with respect to time 

A 3x3 skew-symmetric matrix 
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LIST OF NOMENCLATURE 

B velocity transformation matrix 

b right-hand side of constraint velocity equations 

f force vector in Cartesian coordinates 

j/ inertia tensor of body i in the body-iixed coordinate system 

mass of body i 

Mi mass matrix of body i in Cartesian coordinates 

M system mass matrix in Cartesian coordinates 

M system mass matrix in generalized coordinates 

number of bodies 

ne number of constraints 

ngc number of generalized coordinates 

Tl f  rank of the constraint Jacobian matrix 

number of degrees-of-ùeedom for the system 

q generalized coordinate positions 

q generalized coordinate velocities 

q generalized coordinate accelerations 

T total system kinetic energy 

global translational velocities of body i 
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total work done on the system 

Cartesian coordinate positions 

Cartesian coordinate velocities 

Cartesian coordinate accelerations 

independent coordinate velocities 

independent coordinate accelerations 

vector of Lagrange multipliers 

kinematic constraints 

constraint Jacobian matrix 

angular velocities of body i in global coordinates 

angular velocities of body i in the body-fixed coordinate system 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

When designing nonlinear dynamic stems, it is often necessary to obtain local 

linearizations of the equations of motion about an operating point. These lineariza

tions yield the local eigenvalues which characterize the dynamics of the system near 

the operating point. In addition, linearizations are essential for design of control 

methodologies and algorithms. Obtaining linearizations is straightforward for sys

tems in which it is possible to derive closed-form analytical equations of motion. 

However, linearizing large-order systems is extremely diiHcult, especially when the 

system moves in three dimensions. 

This thesis deals with methods for obtaining linearizations of large-order, three-

dimensional dynamic systems. Methods for obtaining time solutions of these me

chanical systems are well developed and make use of numerical equations of motion 

which are derived at each time step during the integration process. A second, more 

recent approach for obtaining time solutions makes use of symbolic manipulation 

packages such as MACSYMA, SMP or REDUCE to derive analytical equations of 

motion. This symbolic approach has an efficiency advantage over the numeric ap

proach because the equations of motion are assembled only once whereas the numeric 

methods require an assembly process at each time step. However, as the order of the 

system increases, the symbolic equations of motion become so large that special re
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cursive techniques for evaluating derivatives must be used for even moderately-sized 

systems. In this case, the symbolic technique becomes less efficient and results in a 

numerical form of the equations of motion at each integration time step. Therefore, 

unless the end user is concerned about integration speed or knows apriori that the 

systems being studied are small enough to be assembled by symbolic packages, the 

numeric approach offers a more general means of obtaining a time solution. Because 

of this generality, the linearization algorithms developed in this thesis are based on 

a numeric rather than a symbolic formulation. 

Using a numeric formulation for the equations of motion, this thesis investigates 

two approaches for obtaining the local linearizations. The first approach uses finite 

difference to find the linearized mass, stiffness and damping matrices that characterize 

motion of a linearized system about an operating point. The advantage to this 

method is that it is relatively easy to implement. The drawbacks are the inherent 

difficulties in choosing dithering values for the independent variables and the need to 

evaluate the linearized terms more than once to check convergence. 

A second approach is to analytically differentiate all of the terms evaluated in 

the numerical equation formulation, evaluate the terms at a given operating point 

and then assemble the terms to form the linearized matrices. The drawback to this 

approach is the relative complexity in the initial derivation and implementation of the 

sensitivity terms. The advantage is that the sensitivities of the individual terms with 

respect to the independent coordinates are derived analytically. This eliminates the 

problem of choosing and verifying a dithering value, and, as this work will show, is 

computationally more efficient than the finite difference method even when compared 

to only one finite difference evaluation. In this thesis, this technique will be referred 
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to as an analytical/numerical method. 

The literature contains only one study that has used this analytical/numerical 

approach. In 1985, Sohoni and Whitesell [1] developed a linearization algorithm 

based on a Cartesian coordinate method of formulating the numerical equations of 

motion. Because the formalism uses a Cartesian coordinate set, transformation to 

Arst-order equations resulted in extremely large matrices. These first order system 

matrices are computed with a finite difference technique and are available through 

the Gear integration algorithm used in the dynamic analysis package. These matrices 

are then reduced to a minimal size (i.e., order of two times the number of degrees 

of freedom) by choosing an independent coordinate set and making use of the con

straint Jacobian matrix. Although the method resulted in excellent matches between 

computed eigenvalues and closed-form solutions for several examples, no method of 

determining the independent coordinates was presented. In addition, this method re

quires the system to have steady motion with no Cartesian acceleration terms. This 

restriction eliminates application of this technique to systems such as a vehicle in a 

steady turn. 

The primary contribution of this research is a new analytical/numerical lin

earization scheme based on a minimal or so-called relative coordinate set multibody 

formalism. This method results in smaller matrix operations and eliminates the need 

to find an independent set of coordinates for open-loop systems. For closed-loop sys

tems, QR decomposition is used to identify the independent coordinates. When the 

effects of damping must be included, the system is transferred to first-order space 

after the linearized damping matrix is obtained. Linearization of steady motion sys

tems with Cartesian accelerations is valid using this technique. Several open and 
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closed-loop examples are presented and compared with finite difference results and 

Fourier transforms of the nonlinear time responses. 
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2. DYNAMICS OF RIGID BODY SYSTEMS 

This chapter presents a brief comparison of the numerous formulations that "au

tomatically" assemble the equations of motion for rigid body systems and presents a 

more detailed description of the assembly formulation chosen for this research. The 

chapter begins with an overview of rigid body formulation methods based on an 

XYZ/Euler parameter Cartesian coordinate system. The kinematic constraint equa

tions for a number of idealized joints are presented as well as the Cartesian Jacobian 

matrix entries associated with each joint type. The next section deals with the defini

tion of the generalized coordinates related to specific joint types typically referred to 

as relative coordinates. Also, the position, velocity and acceleration transformations 

relating the relative coordinates to the Cartesian coordinates are presented. Finally, 

the equations of motion for general closed-loop systems are obtained using a Lagra-

gian approach. These equations are formulated in terms of generalized coordinates 

by starting with Cartesian coordinates and transforming to generalized coordinates 

using the relationships outlined in this chapter. 

2.1 Background 

Computer simulation of multibody mechanical systems began in the late 1960s 

and early 1970s on two apparently independent fronts. Multibody formalisms were 
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developed with the emergence of space technology [2, 3] and parallelled the efforts of 

researchers working in the machines and mechanisms areas [4, 5, 6]. 

Since the earliest multibody formalisms, much time and effort has been directed 

towards the development of accurate, user-friendly multibody system (MBS) pro

grams. To date, the most succesful efforts reside in one of two categories. The 

first category is composed of symbolic formulations such as NEWEUL [7, 8], MESA 

VERDE [9] and SD/EXÂCT [10] while the second category uses numeric formulations 

such as DADS [11, 12], ADAMS [13] and MEDYNA [14,15,16]. For simple systems, 

symbolic formulations have two advantages over numeric formulations. Symbolic pro

grams are more efficient since they assemble the equations of motion just once rather 

than at every time step as is required for the numeric^ programs. Also, the symbolic 

formulations allow a certain amount of insight since analytical equations are avml-

able. Unfortunately, these two advantages are negated when the system is moderately 

complex. Excessive storage and evaluation requirements for complex systems tend 

to shift the efficiency scales to the numerical formalisms. Also, the insight provided 

by the inspection of the analytical equations is lost when the equations become very 

complex. 

2.2 Rigid Body Motion in Cartesian Coordinates 

The location and orientation of a rigid body with respect to an inertial reference 

frame can be defined with three translational and three rotational coordinates. The 

rotational coordinates are commonly defined as three successive rotations about a 

body-fixed orthonormal axis. Depending on the order of rotations, a total of twelve 

conventions is possible. Two of the most common conventions are Euler and Bryant 
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angles. Although these orientation conventions are easily implemented, they result 

in singularity problems when one or more of the bodies experience large angular 

rotations [12, 17]. 

Another set of orientation parameters, called Euler parameters, has no singu

larity problems and is used extensively in rigid body dynamics [18]. In addition to 

the singularity advantage, numerical efficiency is increased with Euler parameters 

due to the fact that direction cosine matrices can be computed without trigonmetric 

evaluations. Euler parameters relate the orientation of one coordinate system with 

respect to another through an angle of revolution, (f>, about a unit vector, u. The 

four parameters are defined as 

cos (I) 

«isin(l) 

ussin^l) 

Since only three coordinates are needed to define the orientation of a body, the Euler 

parameters are not independent and are related by the constraint [12] 

P = 

eo 

n 

«2 

«3 

(2.1) 

p^p = + 62"^ -J- 63-^ = 1 2 _ (2.2) 

Using this set of Euler parameters, a 3x3 direction cosine matrix relating system i to 

system j can be computed [12] 

eo^ + ei^- I ei®2-eoe3 

Aij = 2 6162+6063 eo^+®2^- I ^263-6061 

®1®3~®0®2 ^263+6061 69^+632- 1 

(2.3) 
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Using Euler parameters to define orientations, the Cartesian coordinate set for 

each body can be written as 

= (2.4) 

where the three position coordinates, r^, relate the center of gravity of the ith body 

to the inertial reference frame and the vector of Euler parameters, pj, defines the 

orientation of the ith body with respect to the inertial reference frame. Figure 2.1 

depicts the orientation of a body with respect to the inertial reference frame and 

defines a position vector from the global origin to an arbitrary point on the body. 

The location of this point, g, defined in the inertial reference frame, is given by 

, (2.5) 
= r* + A^o® 

where s is the vector from the body-fixed coordinate system to the point g defined 

in the coordinate system of body i and is the transformation matrix relating 

system i to the inertial reference frame. 

For a point g fixed in body i, the velocity of g is obtained by differentiating 

Equation 2.5 with respect to time 

Tg =  Ti+ÂiQaig  (2 .6)  

Using the relation [17] 

À,o = WfA^o (2.7) 

Equation 2.6 can be written as 

vg = 4- ûiAiQs'ig (2.8) 
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body i 

77Z 

Figure 2.1: Definition of Position Vectors 
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(J)i = 

where wg is the velocity of point g in the inertial reference Crame, is the trans

lational velocity of the origin of the %th body-fixed coordinates and is defined 

as 

0 —U)y  

u)z 0 —Wa; (2'9) 

—Wy Wg 0 

The terms U}x ,uy  and Wz represent the angular velocity components of body i  with 

respect to the inertial reference frame. 

The velocity of the ith body is represented by three translational and three 

rotational Cartesian velocity components 

y i=  h^<^/ ]^ (6x l )  (2-10)  

where the relationships between and the Euler parameters, p^, are given by [17] 

U) i  =  2EiP i  

Pi = 2%^*: 
(2.11) 

Using the same components to define the accelerations, the Cartesian coordinates 

positions, velocities and accelerations can be summarized as 

y» = ^(6x1) 

Vi = ^(6x1) 

(2.12) 

2.3 Definition of Generalized Coordinates 

TJbis thesis defines the generalized coordinate set to be the collection of all rela

tive joint coordinates associated with kinematic joints excluding cut-joint coordinates. 
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Table 2.1: Definition of Relative Joint Coordinates 

Joint Type 
Number of 

Generalized 
Coordinates 

Generalized 
Coordinate 

Representation 
Required Joint Axes 

Floating Base Body 
Revolute Joint 

Translational Joint 
Cylindrical Joint 
Universal Joint 
Spherical Joint 

7 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 

f rP*  
4>j 

1^7'2^7'3<^7 

none 

l"i 

i"i.i"i 
1"?,2*7,3*7 

In the case of a floating base body, the seven Cartesian coordinates associated with 

that body are defined as generalized coordinates. Figure 2.2 with Table 2.1 defines 

the generalized coordinates associated with a floating base body as well as each of 

the joint types implemented in this formalism. 

The degrees of freedom for a system can be computed based on the number of 

generalized coordinates, floating base bodies and constraint equations. 

njj; = ngc — —ric (2.13) 

where ngc is the number of generalized coordinates, nyg is the number of floating 

base bodies and nc is the number of constraint equations. The constraint equations 

are composed of driving constraints, cut-joint constraints and Euler parameter con

straints associated with floating base bodies. The constraint equations are presented 

in more detail in Section 2.5. 
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Floating Base Body Revolute Joint 

Tcanslational Joint Cylindrical Joint 

Spherical Joint Universal Joint 

Figure 2.2: Definition of Relative Joint Coordinates 
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2.4 Cartesian/Generalized Coordinate Relationships 

2.4.1 Position Transformation 

Figure 2.3 presents three groups of vectors that are required later in this chapter 

for the formation of the velocity transformation matrix. The joint definition vectors 

associated with every joint in the system are represented by and . These 

vectors are initially defined in the local coordinate systems of adjacent bodies and are 

transformed to the global reference frame as the bodies undergo rotational motion 

Mi = AiQu/ (2.14) 

Likewise, the local position vectors, , defined from the CG of body i to the joint 

definition point of body j are initially defined in the coordinate system of body i and 

must also be transformed to the global coordinate system as the system rotates. 

Sij = AiQBij (2.15) 

The third vector group required for the velocity transformation matrix is termed 

the distance vector group and denoted by d^j. This vector type is defined from 

the joint definition point of body i to the CG of body j and can be expressed as 

a combination of local position vectors and local distance vectors. For the example 

shown in Figure 2.3, the global distance vector defined from the joint definition point 

of body i to the CG of body k is given as 

= ^iO (*^ti + sij) + AjO (djj + Sja) + Ajtodfcjfe (2.16) 

and in general can be expressed as 

A—1 
^ ik=  E/^mO + (2-17) 

m=i 
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body j 

body k 

Figure 2.3: Definition of Joint Axes and Distance Vectors 
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defined from the CG of body i  to the joint definition point of body j  are initially 

defined in the coordinate system of body i and must also be transformed to the global 

coordinate system as the system rotates. 

These vectors require a transformation from local to global coordinates in the 

form of an A matrix. In addition, the Cartesian coordinates associated with each 

body are required for external force computations. Since the equations of motion for 

the system are written in terms of generalized coordinates and Cartesian coordinates 

are required to compute the external forces and the local-to-global transformation 

matrices, a position transformation in the form 

is required. Although it is difEcult to write the transformation equations explicitly 

in terms of generalized coordinates, it is straightforward to specify the Cartesian 

coordinates of one body when the Cartesian coordinates of its reference body and the 

relative coordinates between the bodies are known. Thus, the Cartesian coordinates 

for each body in a chain are computed recursively from the base body to the chain-

end body along the outward path. Recursive computation of the Euler parameters 

is accomplished by introducing intermediate-axis Euler parameters computed with 

generalized coordinates and using quaternion operations for successive rotations [19]. 

For example, suppose the bodies i and j in Figure 2.3 are connected through a 

revolute joint. The Euler parameters for body i are known and intermediate-axis 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 
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Euler parameters defining the relative motion of body i  to body j  can be defined as 

C05 

lUi ' s in  

2Ui'sin 

ytlain 

Pij = (2.20) 

where is the generalized coordinate axis as defined in the coordinate system of 

body i and <f>i is the generalized coordinate associated with the rotation between the 

two bodies. The Euler parameters for body j can now be computed as 

Pj — ®ijPi (2.21) 

where G^j is a (3 X 4) matrix of intermediate Euler parameters defined as [18] 

G = (2.22) 

-ei eg -63 62 

-^2 eg eg -ej 

-63 -62 61 60 

Given the Euler parameters of each body, recursive computation of the body's 

CG is more straightforward. Using Equation 2.3 to compute the local-to-global trans

formation matrices, the recursive computation of the body's CG can be computed 

as 

Tj  = Tj- + AiQSi j  + AjQdj j  (2.23) 

2.4.2 Velocity Transformation 

The ultimate goal of this chapter is to derive a formalism that will assemble 

the equations of motion for any general multibody system. To accomplish this, 
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a velocity transformation which relates the Cartesian and generalized coordinate 

systems is required. Using a recursive algorithm similar to the one outlined for the 

position transformation, the Cartesian velocity vector defined in Equation 2.12 can 

be written as functions of the generalized coordinates and velocities 

y = y(q,q) (2.24) 

As with the position transformation, the angular information is needed first in order 

to solve for the translational velocities. From Figure 2.3, the angular velocity of body 

j can be expressed as the sum of the angular velocity of its reference body and the 

relative angular rotation rate between the two bodies 

ufj = + (1 - ei)qiUi (2.25) 

where 

(0 if joint i  is a revolute joint 

.  . .  . .  /  . .  1 if joint i  is a translational joint 

and Uj' is the unit vector about which the ith generalized coordinate rotates. 

Moving outward through the chain, the angular velocity components of the 6th body 

can be written as 

= + + (1 - (2-27) 

Thus, a general expression for the angular velocity of a body can be written as 

"6 
w* = Z) ^ij^ij (2.28) 

J=1 

where the path matrix component is defined as 

1 if body j  is between the base body and the zth body 
iTij = (2.29) 

0 otherwise 
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The quantity is defined as 

"i j  = 

u)j if body j  is a floating base body 

2ft body j  is attached with a revolute joint (k  = 1) (2.30) 

0 if body j  is attached with a translational joint 

Equation 2.30 can easily be extended to include universal and spherical by setting k  

equal to 2 or 3, respectively. The velocities associated with cylindrical joints can also 

be computed using a combination of revolute and translational joints. 

Now that the angular velocity components for the bodies have been defined, the 

translational velocities can be computed using the same recursive process. Referring 

to Figure 2.3, the global position of body j can be defined as 

Tj = ri + ejÇjUj + 8ij + djj (2.31) 

The translational velocity of body j  can now be obtained by differentiating Equa

tion 2.31 with respect to time 

Vj = V,- + ejqjUj + ûfjejqjUj + + wydyy (2.32) 

The translational velocity of the gravity center of the t'th body can then be expressed 

as 

Vj = E (2.33) 
j=l 

where the term u^j accounts for floating base bodies and translational coordinates 

and is deflned as 

Vj if body j  is a floating base body 

^ij ~ ' 0 if body j is connected with a revolute joint (2.34) 

if body j  is connected with a translational joint 
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Equations 2.33 and 2.28 define the Cartesian velocity coordinates in terms of 

generalized coordinates. From these two equations, it can be seen that each Carte

sian velocity is simply a linear combination of the generalized velocities. Therefore, 

the individual Cartesian velocities expressed in Equations 2.33 and 2.28 can be rep

resented in a more compact form as 

Vi  
w; 

H 
= E 

J=1 
(2.35) 

where is a function of the generalized coordinates and system topology. These 

submatrices have a row length of 6 and and column length of 1 to 6 depending 

on the joint type associated with the submatrix (see Table 2.1). Table 2.2 presents 

the submatrices for several of the joint types used in this formalism. 

Equation 2.35 can be generalized as 

VI 

wi 

V2 

y = wg = B(q)q (2.36) 

vnj 

where the assembled B matrix is termed the velocity transformation matrix [20]. 

As will be shown in the next chapter, the velocity transformation matrix is used 

extensively in the computation of the linearized mass, stiffness and damping matrices 

for the linearization process. 
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Table 2.2: Block Entries for the Velocity Transformation Matrix 

Joint Type of jth Body Matrix Size 

Floating Base Body 

Revolute Joint 

Translational Joint 

Cylindrical Joint 

Universal Joint 

Spherical Joint 

I 
0 

i jd i j  
u.-

u J 
0 

lû jd i j  2Uj 
lUj 0 

• lû jd i j  2^ jdi j  '  

. 2"j . 

lû jd i j  2Ûjdij sûjdi j  

lUj  3"i 

(6x6) 

(6x1) 

(6x1) 

(6x2) 

(6x2) 

(6x3) 
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2.4.3 Acceleration Transformation 

A transformation relating the Cartesian coordinate accelerations to the general

ized coordinate accelerations is required for the generation of the equations of motion. 

This relationship is obtained from the time derivative of Equation 2.36 

y = Bq + Bq (2.37) 

where B is the time derivative of the velocity transformation matrix and q is the 

generalized acceleration vector. The B matrix is a function of both the generalized 

position and velocity coordinates and has the same dimension and nonzero entries 

as the B matrix. Table 2.3 lists the B^-y submatrices associated with the joint types 

used in this formalism. 

2.5 Constraints 

More often than not, the coordinates chosen to represent a mechanical system 

are not independent and are related by holonomic constraint equations of the form 

#;^(q,<) = 0, ÂS = 1,2,... ,nc (2.38) 

where nc is the number of constraint equations. These constraints can be classified 

into two categories: 

(i) joint constraints 

(ii) general constraints 

As the term implies, ''joint constraints" are constraints imposed on adjacent bodies so 

that the relative movement of the two bodies is consistent with the type of joint con

necting the bodies. The "general constraint" category includes all other constraints. 
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Table 2.3: Block Entries for the Time Derivative of the Velocity Transformation 
Matrix 

Joint Type of j th .  Body ' t j  

Floating Base Body 

Revolute Joint 

Translational Joint 

Cylindrical Joint 

Universal Joint 

Spherical Joint 

0 -d i j  

QjUjdi j+njdi j  

0 

QjlUjdi j+iûjdi j  Û2Uj 
0 

û'J^njdij+lû jd i j  û j^ jd i j+^jdi j  
Ûj lUj  Ûjcf l j  

ù j iMjdi j  + iûjdi j  Cbj^ jdi j+^jdi j  ù j^ujdi j+^ûjdi j  
û j lUj  ûj^Uj  

l 
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Examples include translational or rotational kinematic drivers and temporary posi

tion constraints used during the initial assembly phase. 

2.5.1 Joint Constraints 

The number of joint constraints generated by a multibody simulation package 

is dependent upon the type of joints modelled and the coordinate representation 

used by the particular package. For example, formalisms using Cartesian coordinates 

must generate constraint equations for every joint in the system [11, 13] whereas 

relative joint formalisms generate constraint equations only for closed-loop systems 

[7, 9, 14, 20]. 

The formalism used in this thesis uses a minimal set of generalized coordinates for 

open-loop tree structure systems [20]. For these open-loop systems, the generalized 

coordinates are independent and no constraint equations are generated. On the 

other hand, closed-loop systems are handled by "cutting" a joint in each loop and 

generating the equations of motion as if the system was an open-loop tree structure. 

In this case, algebraic constraint equations limiting the relative cut-joint motion must 

be solved together with the equations of motion of the open-loop system. The number 

of constraint equations generated is dependent upon the number of degrees of freedom 

associated with the cut joint. A cut revolute joint generates five constraint equations 

whereas a spherical joint generates only three. 

Figure 2.4 gives the notation used to define constraint equations between two 

bodies where d is the vector from the joint definition point on body t, p£, to the joint 

definition point on body j, p^. This vector is nonexistent for revolute, universal 

and spherical joints, and uj are unit vector triads that represent the joint axes 
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body i 
,u, 

U = 

body j 

77Z 

Figure 2.4: Constraint Equation Notation 
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on bodies t and j, respectively. All joint constraint equations can be derived from 

combinations of the following conditions: 

(i) pj and pj coincide 

(ii) two vectors imbedded in each body are perpendicular 

(iii) two vectors imbedded in each body are parallel 

Table 2.4 lists the constraint equations associated with the cut joints used in this 

thesis. 

2.5.2 General Constraints 

This category encompasses all constraints not included in the joint constraint 

section. Constraints include drivers on relative coordinates, drivers on Cartesian 

coordinates, distance constraints and temporary position constraints used for intial 

assembly. Table 2.5 lists a few of the possibilities. 

2.5.3 Constraint Jacobian 

The constraint Jacobian matrix, #q, is needed to generate the equations of 

motion for a general multibody system. Because the majority of the constraint equa

tions given in Tables 2.4 and 2.5 are defined using Cartesian coordinates, partial 

differentiation of the constraint equations with respect to the generalized coordinates 

is difficult. Kim and Vanderploeg [20] derived a method of computing based on 

the constraint Jacobian as defined in Cartesian coordinates and the system topology 

(2.39) 
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Table 2.4: Joint Constraints 

Number of 
Joint Type Condition Constraint Equations Constraint 

Equations 

Spherical Pi = Pj  Ti + Sij - Tj - sji = 0 3 

Universal Pi  = Pj  H + -  rj -Sji = 0 3 

«i» % "•/"ix = 1 1 

Revolute Pi = Pj  H + Hj -  Tj - Sji = 0 3 

"ix II "ix 
= » 1 

S
 

N
 

' 

II O
 

1 

Cylindrical "ix  II % 

O
 

II 1 

1 

<• Il Ojx d^u jy  = 0 1 

d^Uj^  = 0 1 

Translational "ix II "ix 
= 0 1 

1 

<1 II d^u jy  = 0 1 

d^uj^ = 0 1 

<Hy II "j'x = 0 1 
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Table 2.5: General Constraints 

Constraint Type Constraint Equations 
Number of 
Constraint 
Equations 

Joint Driver - ?(0 = 0 1 

Point Location + Si  - r(<) = 0 3 

Orientation Pi - P(0 = 0 4 

Relative Orientation Pi - = 0 4 

Distance II t i  + 8i  Tj  8 j  II d(4) - 0 1 

where • is the constraint Jacobian submatrix entries defined in Cartesian coordi-

nates, is defined as 

I3 0 
0 

0 

I3 0 
0 

0 1E/ ^ 

and is the block matrix entries for the velocity transformation matrix. A modified 

Cartesian Jacobian matrix is then defined as the product of the Cartesian Jacobian 

matrix and 

^ij = (2.41) 

Table 2.6 lists the modified Cartesian Jacobian submatrices for the basic cut-joint 

constraints listed in Table 2.4. 
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Table 2.6: Modified Cartesian Jacobian Matrix for Cut-Joint Constraints 

Cut-Joint Type Modified Cartesian Jacobian Matrix (Jjj) 

Spherical [ I3 -Sj- -I3 

TT • 1 ^3 -I3 

[0^ -(ûiUi)n(4xl2) 

Revolute 

' I3 -Si -I3 S; 

(5x12) 

Cylindrical 

• ^ V 2^ • 
"j/ -"]/ -{('•+Si-'iKvl 

(4x12) 

Translational 
"i/ -{('i+ 
of F 0? 

0^ 0 
(5x12) 
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2.6 Equations of Motion 

Lagrange's equations of motion for an n degree of freedom system are given as 

[21] 

Tt  (^) ~ ̂  (2 42) 

where T is the total kinetic energy of the system, q is the vector of independent gener

alized coordinates and gj is the generalized force corresponding to the jth generalized 

coordinate. 

The total kinetic energy of a system of rigid bodies is the sum of the kinetic 

energy associated with each body 

H 

.2 
T = X) (2.43) 

i=l  

where Vj is the global translational velocity vector of the mass center of body i ,  a> j 

is the local angular velocity vector of body i, M, is the 3x3 diagonal mass matrix 

associated with body *, is the 3x3 central inertia tensor of body i with respect to 

its body-fixed coordinate system and iVj is the number of rigid bodies in the system. 

The generalized forces from Equation 2.42 can be expressed as linear combinations 

of the Cartesian force vector [20] 

g = (2.44) 

Applying Equations 2.44 and 2.43 to Equation 2.42, the final form of the equations 

of motion in terms of the relative joint coordinates can be computed as [20] 

(B^MB) q + B^ (MBq h - f) = 0 (2.45) 

where B is the velocity transformation matrix defined in Table 2.3 and M is the 
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Cartesian mass matrix defined as 

M = 

Ml 

Jl 
0 0 0 

0 
Mg 

J2 
0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 
M„j 

(6nj X enj) 

The term h is the Cartesian Coriolis and centrifugal force vector 

T 
h = hi^ h.^ ... hr ^ inj (6nj X 1) 

where 

h i = [ o ^  ] / 6 x  (6x1) 

and f is defined as the external Cartesian force vector 

T 

{%nh X 1) 

where 

f - [ fl^ ... 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

(6x1) 

is the external force vector and r j is the external torque vector applied to body i  

at the CG. 

Equation 2.45 can be extended to include closed-loops by introducing constraint 

equations. Assume there are nc independent constraint equations of the form 

= 0 i = 1, •. • ,nc (2.49) 
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then equation 2.45 is given as [20] 

(b^MB) q + B^ (MBq + h - f) + = 0 

where is an x nc constraint Jacobian matrix defined as 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 
- dqj  

and A is an nc vector of Lagrange multipliers [20]. For these types of constrained sys

tems, the coupled differential and algebraic equations must be solved simultaneously. 

The matrix form of this constrained system is obtained by combining the second time 

derivatives of the constraint equations with Equation 2.50 

(2.52) 
M ^q^ q g 

O
 

1» 
A a 

where M is the generalized mass matrix 

M = B^MB 

g is a modified generalized force vector 

g = B^(f-MBq-h) 

and a is the right-hand side of the constraint acceleration equations 

a = -#qq -

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 

For independent constraints, the acceleration coefficient matrix is nonsingular and 

the generalized accelerations, q, and Lagrange multipliers, A, can be computed from 

Equation 2.52. 
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3. LINEARIZATION OF OPEN-CHAIN SYSTEMS 

For an n degree-of-£reedom, open-chain system, the coupled algebraic constraint 

equations and differential equations of motion can be reduced to a system of n dif

ferential equations using Equation 3.1 and the velocity transformation matrix, B. 

B^MBq + B^(MBq-t-h-f) =0 (3.1) 

where 

B = B(q) 

B = B(q,q) 

h = h(q,q) 

M = M(q) 

This system of equations can be generalized as a function of positions, velocities, 

accelerations and external forces acting on the system 

g(q,q.q,f) = o (3.2) 

The first variation of this set of functions, g, is 

where the variational operator, 6 ,  denotes a small change in the given quantity. For a 

homogeneous system, = 0. Furthermore, if the system is evaluated at an operating 
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point, q* = (qo,qo,qo), Equation 3.3 can be expressed as 

(3.4) 

Define 

Ml q = fq 

Cl q = (3.5) 

K/ = q = fq 

Equation 3.4 can then be represented by 

M/q + C/q + K/q - 0 (3.6) 

where Mj, and are defined as the linearized mass, damping and stiffness matri

ces, and q, q and q represent the deviations of the generalized accelerations, velocities 

and positions, respectively, from the operating point, q*. The goal of this chapter is 

to develop a method which can be used to accurately compute the linearized mass, 

damping and stiffness matrices for any general open-loop, rigid-body system. 

One possible solution to this problem is the finite difference method wherein 

the system states, q,q and q are systematically dithered so as to produce the lin

earized mass, damping and stiffness matrices. For example, the upper-left entry in 

the stiffness matrix, Kj, can be approximated as 

3.1 Finite Difference Method 

, gi(q* + %)-gi(q*) 
(3.7) 
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where is the first system equation and represents the dithering value for the 

first entry in the generalized coordinate position array. At first glance, this approach 

seems straightforward and easily implemented. Unfortunately, several problems arise 

under certain circumstances. One diffictdty in implementing a finite difference ap

proach arrises when attempting to systematically compute the amount of dithering 

to introduce to each state variable. For some variables, a dithering value of 2000 

(mm) might result in an accurate entry in a linearized matrix whereas another vari

able might require a value of 0.00001 (radians). A partial solution to this problem 

is to estimate an initial dithering value based on a small percentage of the variable's 

absolute value plus an additional small value (this additional small number is needed 

for those variables that are initially zero or very close to zero). Using this estimate 

for the dithering value, the entry in the linearized matrix is computed. To determine 

if this entry is accurate, the dithering value is then reduced by some percentage and 

the entry recomputed. If the new entry is within a certain percentage of the previous 

value (e.g., one percent), then the estimated matrix entry is probably "close enough" 

to the actual value. 

Although this method produces accurate system matrices for many types of 

applications, it is not general enough to work on many complicated systems. The 

examples discussed in this chapter compare the finite difference results with the 

method derived in this thesis. 

3.2 Analytical Derivation 

A second method, developed in this thesis, is to analytically derive the terms 

involved in each of the linearized matrices for each type of joint described in Chap-
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ter 3. These terms are then assembled as needed to compute the linearized mass, 

damping and stiffness matrices. 

3.2.1 Linearized Mass Matrix 

Computation of the linearized mass matrix is straightforward. From Equa

tion 3.5, the definition of the linearized mass matrix is 

Both B and M are computed each time step in the dynamic analysis portion of the 

software, and therefore, are readily available to the linearization process developed 

in this thesis. 

3.2.2 Linearized Stiffness Matrix 

For an equilibrium configuration with zero generalized accelerations, the stiffness 

matrix can be computed from Equations 3.1 and 3.5 

Furthermore, if the generalized velocities for a given equilibrium configuration «ire 

zero, Equation 3.9 can be simplified by eliminating the terms multiplied by q. Also, 

since the vector of centrifugal forces, h, is a function of Cartesian angular velocities 

and global inertia terms (see Equation 2.47), an equilibrium configuration with zero 

generalized velocities eliminates the term associated with h. Therefore, for a time 

invariant system at an equilibrium point with zero accelerations and velocities, a 

M/ = ^ = B^^MBI * 
5q q* Iq 

(3.8) 

g[B^(MB4+h-f)] 

(3.9) 

^ + h - f) + BÎ" (|MBq + M^q + Si - g) 
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simplified equation for the stiffness matrix becomes 

To evaluate the linearized stiffness matrix, expressions for ^ and ^ must be de

rived. The remainder of the terms in Equation 3.10 is available &om the dynamic 

analysis portion of the code. 

Several operations needed to compute the linearized terms are used many times. 

A few of these operations will now be generalized starting with the operations dealing 

with the velocity transformation matrix. 

3.2.2.1 Partial Differentiation of the Velocity Transformation Matrix 

with Respect to the Generalized Coordinates Table 2.2 contains the block 

matrix descriptions of the velocity transformation matrix, B, for several joint types. 

Note that each joint type is composed of some combination of joint axes, , 

and distance vectors, dj^. Also note that all joint types are combinations of revolute 

and translational degrees of freedom. For instance, the cylindrical joint is composed 

of a revolute and a translational joint and the spherical joint is made up of three 

orthogonal revolute joints. Even the degrees of freedom associated with a floating 

base body can be thought of as three translational and three rotational degrees of 

freedom. Thus, a major task needed for deriving the linearized system matrices 

reduces to computing the partial of the joint axes and distance vectors with respect 

to a rotation or translation and assembling these gradients in the proper order. 

To compute the partials with respect to a rotation angle, the relationship be

tween a 3 X 3 rotation matrix and the rotation angle about the axis of rotation must 
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A,j - 2 

be obtained. Equation 2.3 presents the 3x3 rotation matrix in terms of Euler pa

rameters. Substituting the definition of the Euler parameters from Equation 2.1 into 

Equation 2.3 yields 

cos^l+Ujpsin^l —2 «gsin^cos^ «jti3sin^|+«2sin|cos| 

2 4-ii3sin^cos^ cos^|+tt^sin'| —2 U2«3sin^|—«isin|cos| 

ttjU3sin^|—U2sin|cos| U2«3sin'|+ujsin|cos| cos^|+«^sin^f — j 
(3.11) 

The partial of this transformation matrix with respect to the rotation angle, <f>, be

comes 

= 2(u^co8fsinf-cos|sinf) 

— 2uiu2c08|sin|—«3003^1-|-U3sin^| 

= 2u]^U3cos|sin|4-«2'^°®^2 

= 2«2U2C08|8in|-f-«3C08^|—•U3sin^| 

= 2(«;^co8^8in^ —cos^sin^) (3.12) 

= 2u2ti3C08|sinf—'Ujcos®|-)-U2.sin^2 

= 2«iti3C08|8in^—•U2C08^|+«2sin^2 

= 2«2^3C08|8in|-ftiico8^|—lijsin®^ 

^«2,3 
~w 
^®3,1 

^®3,2 

= 2(«^co8f8inf-cosf8inf) 

This formula is used when computing the partial of the joint axes and distance 

vectors with respect to a revolute-type joint. To demonstrate the use of this formula, 

an example depicting a general rigid body system is presented. 

Figure 3.1 is an example of an open-loop chain wherein the first body is grounded 

in the global coordinate system. Body two is connected to ground through a revolute 

joint and body three is attached to body two through a universal joint. A translational 
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35 

Figure 3.1; Typical Open-Chain System 
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Table 3.1: Velocity Transformation Matrix for Example 1 

"2^22 0 0 0 
"2 

«2^23 1^3^33 2"3d33 0 0 
"2 1"3 2"3 

0 

"2^24 l"3d34 2"3<*34 U4 0 
"2 1"3 2^3 0 

"2^25 lûgdgs 2^3^35 "4 l^s^ss 2"5d55 3"5^55 
«2 1"3 2"3 0 1"5 2"5 3"5 J 

joint links body four to body three and the final body is connected to four with a 

spherical joint. Table 3.1 presents the velocity transformation matrix for this system. 

To examine the steps required to compute the partial differentiation of the velocity 

transformation matrix with respect to a rotational degree of freedom, one axis of the 

universal joint located between bodies two and three is used as a specific example. 

The universal joint has two rotational degrees of freedom associated with it. The first 

axis of rotation, is rigidly attached to body number one and the second axis of 

rotation, gug, is attached to body two. 

To compute the partial of all relevant joint axis vectors with respect to the angle 

92 (i.e.; the rotation about the first universal axis), the relative position of each joint 

axis along the chain with respect to gg must be considered. Since bodies one and 

two are located further up the chain than the angle gg, the joint axes associated 

with these bodies are unaffected by gg and hence, the partials are zero. To compute 
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the partials of the remaining joint axes, it is important to note that the axes are 

defined in the global coordinate system. These axes can be defined as a local vector 

multiplied by a 3x3 transformation matrix. For example, the second axis associated 

with the spherical joint between bodies four and five can be expressed as 

2"5 = (-A-Sgo) 2"5 (3-13) 

The transformation matrix relating the local and global systems can be defined as 

a product of two or more matrices so that the above vector can be expressed more 

precisely as 

2"5 = (AIOA2IA3j2A323JA432A5J4A525J ) 2"5 (3-14) 

where Ajg is the relative transformation from body one to the global system, A21 is 

the relative transformation from body two to body one, A3^2 transforms an interme

diate system in the universal joint to body two and A323J transforms the body three 

system to the intermediate universal system. The matrix A432 has been included 

for formulation purposes only. In general, a translational joint between adjacent co

ordinate systems always results in an identity matrix. The matrix transforms 

the first intermediate system associated with the spherical joint to the system fixed 

in body four. Finally, the Ag^g^ matrix transforms the second intermediate system 

associated with the spherical joint to the first intermediate system. Of the seven rel

ative transformation matrices listed in Equation 3.14, the only matrix that is affected 

by the gg coordinate is the transformation relating the intermediate universal system 

to the body two coordinate system, A3^2' Now, the partial of the middle spherical 

joint axis with respect to the second generalized coordinate can be expressed as 
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where 

Apre = A10A21 

•^post — ^323^^432^524^5252 
In general, the partial of any joint axis with respect to a rotational degree of freedom 

can be expressed as the partial of a relative rotation matrix pre and post multiplied 

by an appropriate transformation matrix. 

The expression for the partial of any joint axis with respect to a translational 

degree of freedom is trivial. By definition, joint axis vectors are unit vectors in the 

direction of the joint axis for a particular joint. A translational degree of freedom 

has no effect on the direction of a joint axis vector regardless of its location in the 

chain, therefore, the partial of joint axes vectors with respect to translational degrees 

of freedom is always zero. 

Thus far, the partial of a joint axis vector with respect to rotational and trans

lational degrees of freedom has been computed. Now the distance vectors must be 

considered. To compute the partial of a distance vector with respect to a rotational 

degree of freedom, again, the location of the joint associated with the rotation must 

be considered. In Figure 3.1, the distance vector d2g can be expressed as 

The partial of the distance vector with respect to the rotational degree of freedom, 

92) becomes 

^25 = -®21 + 823 + <*35 (3.16) 

or, if dgg is expressed in the local coordinate system of the intermediate universal 

axis 

<^25 = -«21 + «23 + ̂ 20^3^2*1 (35)i (3.17) 

(3.18) 
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To compute the partial of 625 with respect to the translational degree of freedom, 

94, the distance vector is defined as 

^25 = ^13 + S34 + 94^4 + d45 (3.19) 

Due to the fact that none of the terms in Equation 3.19 is a function of 94 (except 

94 itself), the partial of d2g with respect to the translational degree of freedom is 

simply 

As previously mentioned, the degrees of freedom associated with a floating base 

body can be thought of as three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom. 

Due to the fact that a floating base body is always the flrst body in a chain, the partial 

differentiation of the joint axes and distance vectors with respect to the degrees of 

freedom associated with the floating base body can be simplified. 

Table 3.2 deflnes the partials of arbitrary joint axes and distance vectors with 

respect to rotational and translational degrees of freedom. Note that the distance 

vectors  are  def ined in  the  coordinate  sys tem of  body k  ( i .e . ,  ^  =  A kO^kj) '  

The terms defined in Table 3.2 are used throughout the computation of the linearized 

damping and stiffness matrices. 

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show the form of the block matrix entries for These 
On 

terms are obtained by applying the results of Table 3.2 to the block matrix terms 

of the velocity transformation matrix shown in Table 2.2. Note that the terms in 

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 are three-dimensional. When the assembled three-dimensional 

matrix is multiplied by the (6xNGC) array of Equation 3.10, an (NGCxNGC) matrix 

is formed. 
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Table 3.2: Partial of Joint Axes and Distance Vectors with Re
spect to Rotational and Translational Degrees of 
Freedom 

duj  J ^60 ^j ,k+l^ j  if j>k 
otherwise 

o
 II always 

\ f  
^k -1 ,0  % [^kj)  k  

^H,k-1  \  '  
^k-1 ,0  % (dij j A 

if i<k and j>k 

if iy j>k 

0 otherwise 

^ 0 

if i<k and j>k 

otherwise 
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Table 3.3: Block Entries for the Partial of the Velocity Transformation Matrix 
with Respect to a Generalized Rotation 

Joint Type of jth Body 
^4 

Floating Base Body 

Revolute Joint 

Translational Joint 

Cylindrical Joint 

Universal Joint 

Spherical 
Joint 

0 0 

dnj  _ dài j  

m 

dn j  

% 
0 

5iu,- _ dd:^ 

diuj^ 

^'Pk 

dinj 

^2"? . , -

ddi 

9 inj  ^2"i ^3"i 

5d,-
SïïiH,.. 

ôd,-
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Table 3.4: Block Entries for the Partial of the Velocity-
Transformation Matrix with Respect to a Gen
eralized Translation 

Joint Type of jth Body 
% 

Floating Base Body 

Revolute Joint 

Translational Joint 

Cylindrical Joint 

Universal Joint 

% 
G 

0 
• 

0 
0 

0 0 

dd 
11 -
k 

0 0 

Spherical Joint 
- 9dij . ddij _ ddij 

3";^ 
0 0 0 
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3.2.2.2 Partial Differentiation of the Cartesian Force Vector with Re

spect to the Generalized Coordinates The second term on the right hand 

side of Equation 3.10 includes the partial diiferentiation of the Cartesian force vector 

with respect to the generalized coordinates. Recall from the previous chapter that 

the Cartesian force vector is composed of all external forces that act on a body (ex

cluding joint forces which are internal workless forces). Typically, this force vector 

contains gravitational, translational springs (TSDA), rotational springs (RSDA) and 

extraneous forces defined through a user-supplied subroutine. 

The partial differentiation of the force vector with respect to the generalized 

coordinates can be computed analytically for the gravitational, TSDA and RSDA 

type forces. The analytical computation of these terms are discussed below. 

For a time-invariant gravitational force field, the partial differentiation of the 

Cartesian force vector with respect to the generalized coordinates is trivial. Both 

the external force vector and the gravitational force field are defined in the inertial 

reference frame. Therefore, the contribution of the gravitational forces to the external 

force vector remains constant for any system configuration and hence, the partial of 

the gravitational forces with respect to the generalized coordinates is always zero. 

To determine the partial differentiation of a translational spring force with re

spect to a generalized coordinate, the effects of both rotational and translational 

degrees of freedom at different locations in the chains are included. These examples 

can then be generalized to include all combinations of revolute/translational joint 

types as well as floating base bodies. Figure 3.2 presents a schematic of a TSDA 

force between two bodies. The force and moment exerted by the translational 
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/ / / / / / / / /  
X 

f = f u  

Figure 3.2: Translational Spring-Damper-Actuator Forces 
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(3.22) 

spring on bodies i and j is given by 

(3.21) 
Mj = /s^u M j  = — f s j u  

where u is a unit vector in the direction defined from the spring attachment point 

on body i to the spring attachment point on body j, / is the magnitude of the force 

(where tension is positive) and is the vector from the mass center of body i to the 

spring attachment point on body i. The partial differentiation of these forces and 

moments with respect to a generalized coordinate, q, is given by 

^ = (Mi) (^) 'i"+f (%" + 

^ = - {Mi) (^) 'i® - / + 'il?) 

where Aj is the deflection of the spring evaluated at the equilibrium state. The 

variables /, u, Sj and Sj can be computed as outlined in Chapter 3. Also, the partial 

differentiation of the force magnitude with respect to the spring deflection, is 

a constant for all linear springs and can be evaluated analytically for any nonlinear 

force/deflection relationship defined using a curve fit technique. 

The three remaining terms in Equation 3.22, ^ and ^ must be evaluated 

in general with respect to both a translational and a rotational degree of freedom. 

The first of these three variables is evaluated using the the definition of the spring 

deflection 

- fo (3.23) 
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The partial differentiation of this deflection with respect to a generalized coordinate 

becomes 

ï) (3.24) 
3A; _ (rj - /dij _ 

- r , V ,  a , .  

To compute the partial of the spring attachment points with respect to a generalized 

coordinate, and both the type of generalized coordinate (i.e., translational or 

rotational) and the location of the coordinate in the chain with respect to the spring 

attachment point must be considered. If the body associated with the generalized 

coordinate is not located in the chain leading up to the spring attachment point in 

question, the partial of the spring attachment vector with respect to the coordinate is 

zero. For example, in Figure 3.2, the coordinate gg is associated with body 4. Since 

body 4 is not in the chain leading to the spring attachment point in body 3, 
CÇ4 

is zero. Body 4, however, is located in the chain leading to the spring attachment 

% 
attachment vector with respect to a rotational coordinate associated with a body k 

point on body 5, therefore, is not zero. In this case, the partial of the spring 

attachment 

is given by 

-^ = Ai)re-^A ^ {dj^j + sj) (3.25) 

where Apre is the matrix which transforms coordinates from the coordinate system 

adjacent to the joint axis to the global coordinate system, qT is the partial of 

the transformation matrix relating the joint axis coordinate system to the adjacent 

system and il^kj ®j) represents the vector from the joint axis to the spring 

attachment point defined in the joint axis coordinate system. The partial of the 

spring attachment vector with respect to a translational coordinate associated with 
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a body k becomes 
d t j  
' O Ï ' - ^ k  (3-26) 

Next, the partial of the local spring attachment vectors with respect to the 

generalized coordinates is computed. As with the term is nonzero only 

when the body associated with the generalized coordinate (i.e., body k) is located in 

the path leading to body j. In this case, the partial differentiation of the local spring 

attachment vector with respect to a rotational coordinate is given by 

^ t 

where is the local spring attachment vector defined in the coordinate system 

of body k. The partial of the local spring attachment vector with respect to a 

translational coordinate is always zero. 

The last term from Equation 3.22 that needs to be computed is the partial dif

ferentiation of the spring direction vector with respect to the generalized coordinates. 

This unit vector is defined as 

y i r j - t i Y  { v j - T i )  

The partial of this unit vector with respect to a generalized coordinate is given by 

du _ (W" {rj - Ti){Tj - Tjy / Ô T j  

\ l i r j - r i f i r j - T i )  [(r^--ri)^(ry-ri)]i 
d q  d q j  

^ ) (3.29) 

d t j  . 
where is defined for a translational and a rotational coordinate in Equations 3.26 

and 3.25, respectively. Using Equations 3.29, 3.27 and 3.24, the partial of differentia

tion of a translation spring with respect to a generalized coordinate can be computed 

from Equation 3.22. 
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/////////// 

body i 

body j 

Figure 3.3: Rotational Spring-Damper Forces 

Finally, Figure 3.3 presents a schematic of a system containing a rotational 

spring. The moments exerted by the spring on bodies i and j are defined by 

Mj* = tu My = —(u (3.30) 

where t is the magnitude of the moment and u is the unit vector in the direction of 

the applied torque. The partial differentiation of these moments can be generalized 

as 

^ = l^u + tApre^Apostn (3.31) 

Thus far, the partial differentiation of the gravitational, TSDA and RSDA forces 
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with respect to the generalized coordinates have been computed. The only remaining 

external forces to be addressed are special user-defined forces such as tires. Unfortu

nately, it is impossible to predict the relationship between the user-supplied external 

forces and the generalized coordinates. In many cases, these forces are based on highly 

nonlinear empirical data where a closed-form relationship between the force and the 

generalized coordinates is impossible to identify. Therefore, the partial differentia

tion of the Cartesian forces associated with user-supplied subroutines are obtained 

either by "hard-coding" the force sensitivities (if they are known), or by using a finite 

difference approach. 
/ / ) f \  Af  

(3.32) 
V^qj * 

3.2.3 Linearized Damping Matrix 

An expression for the linearized damping matrix is obtained by applying Equa

tion 3.5 to Equations 3.1 and 3.2 

Ci = (3.33) 

As with the stiffness matrix, equilibrium configurations in which the generalized 

velocities and accelerations are zero, will be examined first. In this case, the terms 

associated with q and h are eliminated and Equation 3.33 can be reduced to to 

C, = bT ^MB - |î) (3.34) 

To evaluate this expression analytically, an expression for ^ must be derived. 

3.2.3.1 Partial Differentiation of the External Cartesian Force Vector 

with Respect to the Generalized Coordinate Velocities As mentioned 
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earlier, the external force vector is composed of gravitational forces, translational 

spring forces and torques, rotational spring torques and other extraneous forces and 

torques that act on the system. To determine the partial differentiation of the ex

ternal force vector with respect to the generalized coordinate velocities, expressions 

representing the contribution of each force type are derived independently. The sum

mation of these expressions provide the total external force vector sensitivities. 

As discussed in Section 3.2.2.2, the gravitational forces and the external force 

vector are both defined in the inertia! reference frame, therefore, the contribution of 

the gravitational forces to the external force vector remains constant for any system 

configuration and the partial differentiation of the gravitational forces with respect 

to the generalized coordinate velocities is always zero. 

The forces and moments exerted by a translational spring on two bodies i and 

j are given by Equation 3.21. The partial differentiation of these forces with respect 

to a generalized coordinate velocity, q, is given by 

where Aj is the time change in deflection length of the spring, u is a umt vector 

with direction defined from the spring attachment point on body i to the spring 

attachment point on body j, f is the force magnitude and s is the vector from the 

body CG to the spring attachment point. With the exception of expressions 
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for all the terms in Equation 3.35 have been derived in previous sections. 

3.2.4 Two Degree of Freedom Slider-Pendulum 

In order to examine the linearization method in detail, this first example com

putes the linearized equations associated with a two degree of freedom slider-pendulum. 

This simple system can easily be linearized analytically and therefore, is an excel

lent problem for comparison purposes. Figure 3.4 is a schematic of the two degree 

of freedom slider-pendulum. Ground is defined as body number one, the slider is 

body number two and the pendulum is body number number three. The nonlinear 

equations of motion for this system are 

(m24-mg)y -|- + cy + ky = 0 

+ (î2|£+y3^ j ê+= 0 

Choosing the equilibrium configuration ^ = 0,2/ = 0, and linearizing about this point 

yields the mass, damping and stiffness matrices. 

mol 
m2+m2 

mol mofi ? -J2a 

Ml 

y c 0 y k 0 y 

9 
+ 

0 0 à 
+ 

0 ^ 9 

= 0 

+ C, 
y 

0 
+ Ki = 0 (3.37) 

where Mj,C^ and are evaluated as 

30 20 0 0 20 0 
= 

20 35 
Cl = 

0 0 
K/ = 

0 196.2 

Now we wish to compare these these results with the linearized matrices computed 

using the method outlined in this chapter. For the same equilibrium configuration 
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0 

AAAA 

TTTTTTTTTl 
1 

mi - 10 kg 
ms = 20 kg 

Hx ~ 15 kg—m^ 
I = 2 m 
k = 20 NIm 
c = 0 kgjaec 
9 = 9.81 Tn/sec^ 

Figure 3.4; Two Degree of Freedom Slider-Pendulum System 
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as above, Figure 3.4 shows that the joint definition axis for the translational joint 

associated with the slider is defined along the y axis. The joint definition axis for 

the revolute joint associated with the pendulum is defined along the x axis. Also, 

the distance vector, dgg, is defined along the local —z axis. Using these vectors 

and Table 2.2, the velocity transformation matrix and the Cartesian mass matrix are 

computed as 

U2 0 "2 ® 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 "3(^33 "3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 0 

where 

0 1 0 

U2 = 1 U3 = 0 (*33 = 0 

0 0 I 
. " 2  
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M = 

7712 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 7712 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 m2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 J2x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ;2y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 ;2z 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 7713 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7713 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7713 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Hy 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33r z J 
(3.39) 

The external force vector contains the spring, damping and gravitational forces ap

plied to each body at the given configuration. 

f^ 0 (-ky2~^2) ~^29 0 0 0 0 0 -m^g 0 0 0 

] 
(3.40) 

0 0 -98.1 0 0 0 0 0 -196.2 0 0 0 

The last two terms required to compute the linearized mass and stiffness matrices are 

^ and From Equation 3.38, the form of the partial of the velocity transforma

tion matrix with respect to the translational and rotational generalized coordinates 
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is Tables 3.3 and 3.4. 

% 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

Û3^ 

0 

(3.41) 

ds 

dw 

0 
0 

3% = 
dw 

^d33+'>3 

0 

Following the rules stated in Table 3.2, the terms involved in computing the partial 

of the velocity transformation matrix are evaluated as 

oq\ dq2 dqi dq2 Oqi 

(3.42) 

^ = ^20 ̂ (<133)3 = 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
 '—

I 

0
 

= 0 1 0 0  0 - 1  0  = 1  

0  0  1  0  1 0  - 1  0  
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5B inserting these terms into Equation 3.41 yield the two matrix planes of ^ 

t/qi 

^«2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

(3.43) 

The partial of the force vector with respect to the generalized coordinate positions is 

given by 

€ 
= [ 

= [ 

0 -ft 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 I 

(3.44) 

Using these terms and Equations 3.8 and 3.10, the linearized mass and stiffness ma

trices are computed and compared to the closed-form results. Table 3.5 compares 

the mass and stiffness matrices as well as the eigenvalues for this system. In addi

tion to the closed-form and analytical/numerical results, a finite difference solution 

is also compared. The finite difference solution uses the same linearized mass ma

trix (i.e.. Equation 3.8) as the analytical solution but computes the stiffness matrix 

using Equation 3.10 with finite difference solutions for the and ^ terms. A 

dithering value of 0.0001 for the two generalized coordinates was used to compute 

the finite difference terms. As can be seen from the table, the computer generated 

analytical/numerical method produced exactly the same results as the closed-form 

analysis and the finite difference stiffness method produced nearly the same results. 

A CPU time comparison between the computer generated analytical method and 

the finite difference stiffness method is also given in the table. The finite difference 
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Table 3.5: Comparison of the Stiffness Matrix, Eigenvalues and 
CPU Time for a Two Degree of Freedom System 

Closed-form 

Analytical Method 

Finite Difference 

' 20.000000000000 0.000000000000 
0.000000000000 196.200000000000 

' 20.000000000000 0.000000000000 ' 
0.000000000000 196.200000000000 

' 19.999999999978 0.000000000000 ' 
0.000000000000 196.199999673000 

A. \ CPU 
1 2 Seconds" 

Closed-form 

Analytical Method 

Finite Difference 

0.63569205 9.49661564 

0.63569205 9.49661564 0.18 

0.63569205 9.49661563 0.25 

^ CPU comparisons exclude the initial assembly time common 
to both methods. A VAX 11/785 computer was used for all 
examples discussed in this thesis. 

method required 39 percent more CPU time than the analytical method. Although 

the overall CPU times are relatively small, this is a substantial difference between 

the two linearization methods. This difference becomes increasingly important as 

the system size increases and the process is used for analyses that require repeated 

linearizations such as design sensitivity and optimization. 
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3.2.5 Seven Degree of Freedom Example 

Figure 3.5 shows a seven degree of freedom open-loop system containing six rigid 

bodies, three types of joints, one rotational spring and two translational springs. Each 

uniform rod has a length of 2 meters where the mass and inertia properties vary as 

shown in the figure. A rotational spring is attached to the revolute joint between 

bodies three and four and a translational spring is attached to the translational joint 

defined between bodies four and five. Rod number six has a translational spring 

attached from its bottom tip to the side wall. 

An equilibrium position for this system was obtained by applying damping to all 

generalized coordinates and performing a dynamic simulation until the system came 

to rest. Figure 3.5 depicts the approximate equilibrium configuration for the spring 

constants listed in the figure. 

Equation 3.45 presents the velocity transformation matrix for this system. 

«2^22 
0 0 0 0 

"2 

"2^32 lûsdgg 2"3d33 
0 0 0 

"2 1"3 2*3 

Û2d42 lÛ3d43 2*3^43 Û4d44 
0 0 

"2 1*3 2"3 U4 

"2^52 1*3^53 2*3^53 "4d54 "5 0 

"2 1"3 2"3 «4 0 

"2^62 lûydgg 2"3d63 Û4d64 "5 lûgdee 2"6d66 

*2 1"3 2"3 "4 0 1"6 2"6 
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N-m 50 rad 

g = 9.81 m/sec^ 

7712 — 

77ig = 3kg 

7714 = 2kg 

77ig = 1kg 

77ig = 1kg 

mj = 1kg 

32x - 2.0%-771^ 

J S x  ~  1 2&g-77t^ 

;4j; = O.Bkg-m^ 

hx = 0.4A!5-77I2 

= QAkg—vp? 
' X  

hx 

hy = 2.0fcflf-7n 

Hy = 0.8%-771'' 

J5y = QAkg-TU^ 

hy = 0.4%-771^ 

;2z = 0.5%-771"^ 

J3y = 1.2%—jgg = 0.3%—771"^ 

74 = 0.2%-771^ 

J5_g = 0.1%-77I2 

J6 = 0.1%-77I2 

j'J^ = 0.4% —771^ j 'Jy = 0.4% —771 = 0.1% —771 

Figure 3.5: Seven Degree of Freedom Open-Loop Example 
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To verify the eigenvalue results obtained from the linearization process, an FFT 

analysis was obtained from a dynamic simulation of the system. The simulation was 

started at the system equilibrium position except for the small generalized coordinate 

velocities listed below. 

The magnitudes and signs of the initial velocities were chosen to give the system a 

"random" motion. The dynamic simulation was run for 200 seconds and all seven 

coordinates were sampled at a rate of 5 samples per second. The results of this 

simulation were analyzed using an FFT routine [22] and Figure 3.6 shows the results 

this analysis. Table 3.6 compares the natural frequencies obtained &om the FFT 

routine, the analytical linearization process and the finite difference stiffness matrix 

method. The FFT frequencies are accurate to within plus or minus 0.0025 Hertz. 

All frequencies computed from the analytical linearization process and the finite 

difference stiffness matrix method fell within the margin of error surrounding the FFT 

frequencies. Also, the analytical method and the finite difference method resulted 

in very similar frequencies, differing by at most 0.002 percent. The finite difference 

stiffness method required 38 percent more CPU time than the analytical method 

although the overall times were not excessive for either method. The CPU times 

included both the computation of the linearized matrices and the eigenvalue solution. 

3.2.6 Eigenanalysis with Viscous Damping 

For the undamped systems presented in the previous section, the natural fre

quencies were obtained from a straightforward eigenanalysis of the system matrix. 

T 
q = 0.02 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 0.05 0.03 -0.03 
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JL, I 
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 3.6: FFT Analysis of the Seven Degree of Freedom System 
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Table 3.6: Comparison of the Natural Frequencies and CPU 
Times for a Seven Degree of Freedom System 

FFT Analytical Method Finite Difference 

Wl 0.275 ±.0025 0.27414837 0.27415091 

C4>2 0.340 0.34053509 0.34054240 

(^3 0.460 0.46232840 0.46232681 

0^4 0.565 0.56345305 0.56345308 

'^5 0.910 0.90809103 0.90809238 

we 1.000 0.99868744 0.99867463 

wy 1.235 1.23476960 1.23477312 

CPU Seconds 1.93 2.66 

— If viscous damping is present, an alternative technique must be used 

to obtain the eigenvalues. For the case of proportional damping, where the damping 

matrix is a linear combination of the mass and stiffness matrices, the mass, stiffness 

and damping matrices can be transformed to diagonal matrices using the eigenvec

tors obtained from the undamped system [23]. A second technique involves specifying 

the damping ratios of the diagonalized system based on experimental results or an 

estimate of the damping ratio [23].. This technique is referred to as modal damping 

and is used only in the case of light damping. 

A third, and more general technique for obtaining the eigenvalues of a damped 

system involves converting the set of n second order differential equations into an 

equivalent set of 2n first order equations. In 1938, Frazer presented two methods 

which are still widely used to reduce the second order equations to first order [23, 
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24, 25]. The first method uses the n generalized momenta, z = Mq, as auxiliary 

variables to convert to first order. The second method, implemented in this thesis, 

uses the generalized velocities, q, as the auxiliary variables. For this transformation, 

the set of second order equations of motion with order n 

Mq + Cq + Kq = 0 

can be reduced to a set of first order equations of order 2n 

Mauajy + Kauxy = 0 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

where 

y = 
q 

q 
Maux — I» Kouœ = 

o
 

-I 

M-^K M-lc 

Now the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the damped system can be obtained firom 

the system matrix 

A = -M - 1  Kauz = aux^aux 
0 I 

-M-1K -M-lc 
(3.48) 

In general, the eigenvalues of this system can be real, pure imaginary or complex. 

Pure imajpnary and complex eigenvectors appear in pairs of complex conjugates 

where the pure imaginary eigenvalues represent modes with no damping. Real eigen

values represent overdamped modes of vibration and complex eigenvalues represent 

underdamped modes. As an example, Table 3.7 presents the eigenvalues for the sys

tem shown in Figure 3.4 both with and without a damping term added to the slider 

coordinate. 
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Table 3.7: Eigenvalues for a Damped 
System 

damping real part imaginary part 

c = 0 

c = 20 

0.000000 ±0.797303 
0.000000 ±3.081658 

0.226284 ±3.023550 
0.312177 ±0.747815 
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4. EXTENSIONS TO CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEMS 

4.1 Decomposition Techniques 

Several methods exist which decompose a constrained system to a system with an 

independent coordinate set. This process involves reducing the set of dependent coor

dinates into a subset of independent coordinates. The selection of independent coor

dinates cannot be made arbitrarily because systems that undergo large displacements 

can present singularity problems in the constraints under certain circumstances. One 

method of defining a set of independent coordinates involves choosing a subset of 

independent coordinates from the existing dependent coordinate set. Wehage 

[19] used LU partitioning of the constraint Jacobian matrix to identify the indepen

dent generalized coordinates. 

A second decomposition technique involves reformulating the system using a 

different coordinate set and in the process reducing the number of coordinates 6om 

ngc to n^. Singular value decomposition is one technique that has also been used 

to determine the independent coordinate set [26]. Kim used a QR decomposition 

method developed by Golub [27] to identify the rank and orthogonal subspaces of 

the constraint Jacobian matrix [20]. He then reformulated the system of constrained 

equations to an independent system of equations. Lynch [28] applied Kim's method 

to a symbolic formulation based on Kane's equations. This thesis also uses the QR 
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decomposition technique to reduce a set of constrained linearized equations to an 

independent system. The independent system allows for a straightforward eigenanal-

ysis to be performed on constrained systems. 

It should be noted that the eigenvalues of a constrained system can be computed 

without reducing to a set of independent coordinates. The algorithm of Moler and 

Stewart [29] can compute the eigenvalues of a constrained system but is much less 

efficient than the QR/eigenanalysis method. Moler's eigenvalue algorithm is of order 

ngc calculations. The QR decomposition and the matrix multiplication required by 

the transformation is of order 2 {ngc^ [30]. The eigenanalysis required by the con

densed system is of order calculations so that the total number of calculations 

required by the QR/eigenanalysis becomes 2 {ngc") + '"'dof^' example, the 

closed-loop passenger car system presented in this chapter has 29 generalized coor

dinates and ten degrees of freedom. The QR decomposition method results in an 

efficiency savings of 900 percent when compared to Moler's method. The eigenvalues 

are the same for both methods. 

4.2 QR Decomposition of the Constraint Jacobian Matrix 

If the constraint Jacobian matrix fq has full row rank, then there exists an 

{ngc X rigc) orthogonal matrix Q and an (rigc x nc) matrix R [20] such that 

= QR (4.1) 

The matrix R is defined as 

R = (4.2) 
0 
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where is an (nc X nc) upper triangular matrix. The matrix Q can be partitioned 

as 

Q = Qi Q2 ] (4 3) 

where the columns of the {ngc X nc) matrix Qj form an orthonormal basis for the 

constraint surface (i.e., the row space of #q^) and the columns of the (jigc X 

matrix Q2 form an orthonormal basis for the constraint tangent surface (i.e., the null 

space of $q^). Using these definitions of Q and R, Equation 4.1 can be written as 

= Ql^l (4.4) 

Since Q is an orthogonal matrix, the inner product of any two columns in Q must 

be zero. Therefore, premultiplying Equation 4.4 by yields 

= Q2^Ql% = ® (4.5) 

or 

#qQ2 = 0 (4.6) 

This relation will be used to reduce the linearized set of constrained equations to an 

unconstrained system of equations. 

4.3 QR Application to the Linearized Equations of Motion for 

Constrained Systems 

The unconstrained linearized equations of motion can be extended to constrained 

systems by including the Lagrange multiplier term A from Equation 2.50. The 

Lagrange multipliers are not independent, and in fact, are chosen such that the vir

tual displacements of the generalized coordinates, fq, can be chosen independently 
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[21]. Because of this dependence, condition 3.2 holds for both constrained and uncon

strained systems and Equation 3.6 can be modified to represent constrained systems 

by adding the terms associated with the partial differentiation of with respect 

to q, q and q. However, is not a function of the generalized velocities or accel

erations and therefore, only the linearized stiffness matrix is affected by the Lagrange 

multiplier term. Adding this term to Equation 3.6, the set of constrained linearized 

equations of motion can be written as 

M/q + Cjq -I-
dq 

+ K/ q = 0 (4.7) 

There are ngc unknown generalized coordinates plus Tic unknown Lagrange multipli

ers associated with the system represented by Equation 4.7 but only ngc equations. 

The QR decomposition method outlined in the previous section can be used to con

vert the system to independent equations. 

First, the linearized coordinate basis vector, q, is partitioned as 

d 
- [ Qi Q2 (4.8) 

where d is an nc vector of dependent coordinates and z is an vector of independent 

coordinates. If the new generalized coordinate vector is chosen to lie on the tangent 

to the constraint surface, then Q^d = 0 and 

q = Q2Z (4.9) 

For constraints which are not explicitly time dependent, the generalized velocity and 

acceleration vectors can be expressed as 

q = Q2Z 

q = Q2Z 
(4.10) 
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Using Equations 4.9 and 4.10 and premultiplying by Q2, Equation 4.7 becomes 

The decomposed linearized stiffness matrix can be written as the sum of three terms 

Since the partial differentiation of the constraint Jacobian with respect to q is or

thogonal to the vector of Lagrange multipliers, the first term in the above expression 

is zero. Also, Equation 4.5 can be applied to eliminate the second term in the ex

pression and the resulting linearized unconstrained equations of motion are expressed 

as 

To examine the terms involved in a closed-loop system, a classic one degree of 

freedom problem will be analyzed. Figure 4.1a is a schematic of a closed-loop, spatial 

four-bar mechanism. The system is modelled with two revolute, one universal and one 

spherical joint. By cutting the spherical joint and adding the three associated con

straint equations to the system as shown in Figure 4.1b, the closed-loop mechanism 

can be modelled as an open-loop system with constraints. This modelling technique 

results in four generalized coordinates coupled with three constraint equations and 

one degree of freedom. 

A closed-form solution for the eigenvalue can be obtained by treating the system 

as a compound pendulum. 

+ Ki Q2Z = 0 (4.11) 

Kjf = Q2^^AQ2 + + Q/K,q2 (4.12) 

Q2^M^Q2Z + Q^CiQ2^ + Q2^K/Q2^ = 0 (4.13) 

4.4 4-Bar Mechanism 

IqO + Mo = 0 (4.14) 
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Figure 4.1: Closed-Loop, Four-Bar Mechanism 
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Jo is the moment of inertia about the point o and is computed as 

lo = ̂ 2 + ̂ 4 + "^2 (2) ̂  + "^3 (4^ + "^4 (2) ̂  

= 5 + 5 + 10 (^) 2 + 10 (1) 2 + 10 (^) 2 = 25 kg-m^ 

Mo is the external moment about the point o and for small motions is computed as 

Mo = ^Tn2g0 + dm^gO + ̂m^gO 

= ^10(9.81)g + 10(9.81)^ + ^10(9.81)^ = 196.2g N - m  

Equation 4.14 can now be written as 

256 + 196.25 = 0 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

and the eigenvalue is computed to be 7.848. 

Using the automated linearization method, the open-loop system linearized mass 

and stiffness matrices were computed to be 

Mj — 

25 7.5 0 0 147.15 0 0 0 

7.5 7.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
, Kj = 

0 0 7.5 0 
, Kj = 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 7.5 0 0 0 49.05 

(4.18) 

and a QR decomposition of the constraint Jacobian matrix yielded a Q2 matrix of 

Q2 = (4.19) 

0.57735027 

-0.57735027 

0.00000000 

0.57735027 

Note that the third entry in the Q2 vector is zero. This is due to the fact that the 

Q2 matrix is orthogonal to the constraint tangent surface. In this example, the third 
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generalized coordinate represents the Z-axis rotation of the universal joint shown 

in Figure 4.1. The direction of motion of body number three associated with this 

coordinate is normal to the plane of motion associated with the four-bar system and 

therefore, a QR decomposition eliminates any contribution of this coordinate to the 

decomposed system. 

Using Equation 4.13, the linearized equation of motion for the four-bar mecha

nism becomes 

i + [Q2''K(q2](ixl) : = « (420) 

The stiffness value was computed using both the analytical/numerical process and the 

finite difference method. Table 4.1 compares the constrained system mass, stiffness 

and eigenvalue results as well as the CPU time for this example. The eigenval

ues obtained from both automated linearization methods matched the closed-form 

eigenvalue to within nine significant digits. Note that the mass and stiffness values 

obtained from the closed-form analysis differ from the other methods. This is due to 

the change in coordinate basis from the QR decomposition technique. The system 

matrices ùom the QR methods differ from the closed-form matrices by a constant 

factor of three. 

4.5 McPherson Strut and Twist Axle Suspensions 

To further demonstrate the capabilities of the linearization technique on closed-

loop systems, the suspension models depicted in Figure 4.2 were analyzed. The 

damping was removed from the time response models to facilitate comparison of 

the undamped natural frequencies computed by the analytical/numerical technique, 
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the Mass Matrix, Stiffness Matrix, Eigenvalue 
and CPU Times for a Closed-Loop, Four-bar System 

Closed-Form Analytical/Numerical Finite Difference 

mass 25.0 8.3333333 8.3333333 

stiffness 196.2 65.4000000 65.3999989 

A 7.84800000 7.84800000 7.84799999 

CPU Seconds 0.93 1.07 

finite difference technique and the FFT of a time response. Table 4.2 presents a 

comparison of the undamped frequencies obtained for both the McPherson strut 

model and the twist-axle model. Note that all frequencies agree to within Fourier 

transform tolerances. Also note that the finite difference method requires about 75 

percent more CPU time than the analytical/numerical method. 
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McPherson Strut Front Suspension 

D 

Twist Axle Rear Suspension 

Figure 4.2; Multibody Model of Two Suspension Systems 
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Table 4.2: Comparison of the Undamped Natural Frequencies and 
CPU Times for Two Suspension Models 

FFT Analytical/Numerical Finite Difference 

strut w 11.600 ± .025 11.5974 11.5973 

CPU 
Seconds® 

0.77 1.30 

axle u)i 10.333 ± .033 10.35017 10.35741 

axle <*>2 10.800 ± .033 10.78386 10.78481 

CPU 
Seconds 

1.17 2.07 

^ The CPU seconds associated with the analytical method reflect a flnite 
difference computation of the partial differentiation of the tire forces with 
respect to the generalized coordinates as well as the analytical computation 
of the remaining linearization terms. 
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5. EQUILIBRIUM STATES WITH NON-ZERO VELOCITIES AND 

ACCELERATIONS 

The systems analyzed thus far have equilibrium states with zero generalized 

velocities and accelerations. Another group of systems can be categorized as having 

equilibrium states with non-zero generalized velocities. This type of system typically 

involves rotating objects about a fixed point in the inertial reference frame. A rotating 

pendulum and a spinning top are two examples. In some systems, an equilibrium 

state exists with non-zero generalized accelerations in addition to non-zero velocities. 

Typically, these systems contain a floating base body with some type of external 

forces which tend to propel the body in an arc trajectory. A vehicle in a steady 

turn and an aircraft during a constant g maneuver are two examples of systems that 

fall into this category. Although these types of systems are in a state of steady 

motion, the centripetal accelerations associated with the curved trajectories must be 

accounted for if the eigenvalues of the linearized system are to have the traditional 

meaning. 

To account for the non-zero generalized velocities and accelerations, the lin

earized coefficient matrices developed in Chapter 3 are expanded to include the terms 

associated with q and q. Since M and B are not functions of the generalized ve

locities or accelerations, the linearized mass matrix defined in Equation 3.8 does not 
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change. The stiffness matrix contains an additional term for steady motion systems 

with non-zero generalized accelerations and both the stiffness and damping matrices 

contain additional terms for non-zero generalized velocities. The expressions for the 

general stiffness and damping matrices are derived below. 

Equation 3.10 represents the stiffness matrix for systems with zero generalized 

velocities and accelerations. Extending this equation to include all systems with 

steady motion, the definition for the stiffness matrix in Equation 3.5 is applied to 

Equation 3.1 

Although this stiffness matrix equation is considerably more involved than the ex

pression developed for zero velocity and acceleration steady motion systems, many 

of the terms in the above equation have already been derived either in Chapter 3 of 

this thesis or through the dynamic analysis portion of the simulation package. Before 

Equation 5.1 can be assembled, the following three new terms must derived 

5.1 Additional Stiffness Matrix Terms 

Kf = 9 + B:ra(MB4+h + ̂ (MBq + h-f) 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 
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5.1.1 Partial Differentiation of the Cartesian Mass Matrix with Respect 

to the Generalized Coordinates 

Recall from Equation 2.46 that the Cartesian mass matrix is defined as a diagonal 

matrix with 6x6 submatrices on the diagonals. Each submatrix is composed of 3 

mass terms and 9 global inertial terms. 

Mji = 

mi 

mj 0 

TTlj-

0 

(5.3) 

where the 3x3 global inertia matrix is a function of the constant local inertia matrix 

and the transformation matrix relating body system i to the inertial reference frame 

I rp 
J,- = A^QJ jA-' io (5.4) 

Since the m^'s and J j-'s are constant, the partial differentiation of the Cartesian mass 

submatrix reduces to 

0 

II 

«0 0 

0 

0 

0 

(5.5) 

where g*" is defined in Equation 3.12. 
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5.1.2 Partial Differentiation of the Time Derivative of the Velocity Trans

formation Matrix with Respect to the Generalized Coordinates 

Table 2.3 contains the block matrix entries for the time derivative of the velocity 

transformation matrix. All the terms in the block matrices are composed of some 

combination of the following 3x1 vectors: 

distance vectors 

d.-,- time derivatives of distance vectors 

VLj joint axis vectors 

u)j global angular velocity vectors 

The partial differentiation of the distance vectors, d^j, and joint axis vectors, Uj, 

have been derived in Chapter 3 and are presented in Table 3.2. 

Although the magnitudes of the global angular velocity vectors are not functions 

of the generalized coordinates, the direction of the w^s are affected by a change in 

a generalized rotational coordinate. Clearly, the partial differentiation of u)j with 

respect to a translational coordinate or with respect to a rotational coordinate that 

is outward on the chain with respect to body j is zero. To compute the partial 

differentiation of Uj with respect to an inward rotational coordinate, the global 

angular velocity vector is first written as combination of two vectors 

u f j  =  ù f i  + < * > k  (5.6) 

where is the component of global angular velocity up to and including the joint 

axis in question, is the component of angular velocity from the joint axis in 

question outward on the chain to body j. The inward component of angular velocity 

is not affected by a change in the rotational coordinate, qn, and therefore, the partial 
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of the global angular velocity vector can be written as 

(5.7) 
oqn Oqn oqn 

where w is the magnitude and u is the direction of the angular velocity vector 

u can be expressed in the local coordinate system of the joint, 9n« as 

u = (5.8) 

where is the transformation matrix associated with the generalized coor

dinate qn and A^-q is the transformation matrix relating the adjacent system to 

the inertia! system. Combining Equations 5.7 and 5.8, the partial differentiation of 

the global angular velocity vector with respect to a generalized coordinate can be 

expressed as 

d u f j  
 ̂ •' = < 

dqn 

if qn is a translational coordinate or if 
qn is located outward on the chain with 
respect to body j. (5*9) 

. 9a.* I 1 j f 
jO—dqn " otherwise 

* I *1 

w h e r e  — i s  g i v e n  b y  E q u a t i o n  3 . 1 2 .  

The remaining term required to compute the partial differentiation of B with 

respect to q is the partial differentiation of the time derivative of the distance vector 

with respect to the generalized coordinate vector, q. Figure 5.1 shows a distance 

vector d25 which can be expressed as the sum of the vectors sgi, S23 and dgg. The 

time derivative of d2g can then be expressed as 

^25 = -=21 + «23 + Â20 A32d'^35j^ -f 

(5-10) 

A20 A32d (35)^ + A2oA32d (35)^ 
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w 

'21 

'23 '25 

*35 

Figure 5.1: Distance Vector 
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where Agg represents the transformation matrix associated with joint coordinate gg-

The partial differentiation of dgg with respect to the coordinate, gg, is given by 

%= •^20^<>'(36)i +  

(5.11) A20^'1'(35)i  +  

A20^i'(35)i 

where is defined by Equation 3.12 and can be computed as 

^Â32 ^ ^gA32 
dq2 dq2 

In this context, w represents the global rotational velocity component associated with 

the joint gg" The partial differentiation of the time derivative of a distance vector 

with respect to a translational coordinate is zero. 

(5.12) 

5.1.3 Partial Differentiation of h with Respect to the Generalized Coor

dinates 

As presented in Chapter 2, the vector h is composed of a group of 6 x 1 subvectors 

associated with each body in the system. These subvectors are the cross product of 

the angular velocity of each body with it's angular momentum and can be expressed 

using the local 3x3 inertia matrix as 

h* = [ 0^, ^ ] (5.13) 

The partial of with respect to a generalized coordinate can be expressed as 

0 dhi 

w 
(5.14) 
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5.2 Additional Damping Matrix Terms 

Equation 3.33 represents the damping matrix for a general system under steady 

motion including non-zero generalized velocities and accelerations. This equation can 

be expanded to examine the individual sensitivity terms in the damping matrix 

(5.15) 

The partial derivative of the external Cartesian force vector with respect to the 

velocities was derived in Section 3.2.3.1. To evaluate Equation 5.15, expressions for 

the following two terms must be derived 

I 

5.2.1 Partial Differentiation of the Time Derivative of the Velocity trans

formation Matrix with Respect to the Generalized Coordinate Ve

locities 

Table 2.3 defines the block matrix entries of the time derivative of the velocity 

transformation matrix. From this table, it is evident that (tfj and d^j are the only 

terms in the time derivative of the velocity transformation matrix that are functions 

of the generalized velocities. To compute the partial differentiation of a rotational 

velocity vector with respect to a generalized velocity, the rotational velocity vector 

is first expressed as 

= Wj + (i)m + (5.17) 

where wj is the angular velocity vector of the reference body associated with qj, um 

is the relative angular velocity vector of the body associated with qj with respect 
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to its reference body and a»n is the relative angular velocity vector of body t with 

respect to the body associated with qj. Note that only um is affected by a change 

in qj and therefore, the partial differentiation of with respect to qj becomes 

du)i dum "j if g; is a rotational coordinate . . 
= -Q  ̂= { •' (5-18) 

•7 J 1^ 0 if is a translational coordinate 

where u^- is the joint axis associated with the generalized coordinate, qj. 

The partial derivative of the time derivative of a distance vector, d{ j ,  with 

respect to a generalized velocity, q^, can be generalized by examining rotational and 

translational coordinates separately. Returning to Figure 3.1, the distance vector d2g 

has both rotational and translational coordinates in the chain. The time derivative 

of Equation 3.17 can be expressed as 

/ 

^25 = -821 + 823 + ^20 A3  ̂2*1 (35)i + 

. / (51% 

A20A3j2d (35)i + ̂ 20^3i2^ (35)i 

The partial differentiation of this vector with respect to the time derivative of the 

rotational coordinate associated with the intermediate universal axis becomes 

^^25 A ^^3i2 

d ( i 2 h )  . J  (5.20) 
= A20-^g^A3j2<i(35)j 

= A20Û2'A3j2«I'(35)i 

where A20 is the transformation matrix which transforms the coordinate system of 

body 2 to ground, U2 is the local coordinate vector associated with the first axis in 
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the universal joint, Ag^^2 is the coordinate system which transforms the intermediate 

universal axis system to body system 2 and d ^35^ is the 35 distance vector defined 

in the intermediate coordinate system of the universal joint. 

To compute the partial differentiation of the time derivative of the distance vector 

with respect to a time derivative of a translational coordinate, the time derivative of 

Equation 3.19 is expressed as 

^25 = ^13 + ®34 + ?4"4 + ?4"4 + ^45 (521) 

The partial differentiation of this vector with respect to a time derivative of the 

translational coordinate becomes 

^ = U4 (5.22) 

Using Equations 5.20 and 5.22, the partial differentiation of the time derivative of a 

distance vector can be generalized as 

ddij = 

0 if the body associated with qj^ is greater 
than j 

•^mO^k ^jk^kj & rotational coordinate (5.23) 

"A a translational coordinate 

where m is the reference coordinate system of the joint axis, is the joint axis 

associated with qf^ defined in the m local coordinate system and is the local 

distance vector defined from the joint definition point of coordinate qj^ to the CG of 

body j and defined in the coordinate system associated with qj^. 

Applying Equations 5.18 and 5.23 to Table 2.3, all the block entries for the 

partial differentiation of the time derivative of the velocity transformation matrix 

with respect to the generalized velocities can be computed and added to the linearized 

damping matrix defined in Equation 5.15. 
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5.2.2 Partial Differentiation of h with Respect to the Generalized Co

ordinate Velocities 

Using Equation 2.47, the partial differentiation of h with respect to a generalized 

coordinate velocity can be written as 

Jl'^1 

dqi 
f )j2a>2 + (5.24) 

The partial derivative of with respect to a generalized velocity is defined in Equa

tion 5.18. Using this equation, a general expression for the partial differentiation of 

hj with respect to a generalized velocity, can be expressed as 

d\xi 
dqj 

if qj is a translational coordinate 
or if t is less than the body asso
ciated with qj (5.25) 

VLjJ^uf^ otherwise 

Equation 5.25 holds for any velocity configurations at an equilibrium point. Note 

that if the coordinate velocities are zero at equilibrium, then Equation 5.25 is zero 

always. 
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Figure 5.2: Rotating Pendulum 

5.3 Rotating Pendulum 

As an example of a system linearization with non-zero generalized velocities, the 

pendulum show in Figure 5.2 is &ee to rotate about the vertical axis. The Lagrangian 

for this system is expressed as 

L = 4- sin "^0^ + mgl cos 6 (5.26) 

and the closed-form solution can be obtained by applying Lagrange's equations 

mfiè — mfi sin 6 cos 9^^ + mgl sin ̂  = 0 

2mZ^ sin 6 cos -j- ml^ sin ̂ 6^ = 0 
(5.27) 
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Table 5.1: Parameters for the Rotating Pendulum 

m = 10 fcflf 
I = 0.5 in 

6o = 30 degrees 

4 =4.75975 Çg 
g = 9.81 

sec 

Resulting Eigenvalues: 0.00000 ± O.OOOOOt 
0.00000 ± 8.58076* 

When these equations are expanded in a Taylor series, linearized and and eissembled 

in matrix form they become 

0 

0 mfi sin ^9o 

9 0 —2mfi sin 9o cos 9o^o 

2mfi sin 9o cos 9o^o 0 

9 

+ 
m/^^^oCsin^^o — cos ^9o) + mglcos Be 9 

= 0 

(5.28) 

Note that the '^damping" matrix is skew symmetric with zero diagonal terms. The 

off diagonal terms show the velocity coupling between the two coordinates and the 

zero diagonal terms indicate that the motion of the linearized system is undamped. 

For the parameters listed in Table 5.1, both the closed-form solution and the ana

lytical/numerical solution resulted in the same eigenvalues to within eight significant 

digits. 
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5.4 5-Axle Tractor Semi-Trailer 

As an example of a system with non-zero generalized accelerations, a 19 degree 

of freedom tractor semi-trailer is linearized in a steady turn. Figure 5.3 contains 

a schematic of the truck as well as a description of the 19 generalized coordinates 

associated with the system. In this example, the tractor has a constant centripetal 

acceleration of 0.25 g^s with a forward speed of about 50 mph. 

Table 5.2 presents the complex eigenvalues, damped frequencies, undamped fre

quencies and the damping ratios from the linearized system. Several of the eigen

vectors are plotted in Figures 5.4 through 5.12. The eigenvector plots contain both 

magnitude and phase for the 19 generalized coordinates associated with the truck. 

The magnitudes are plotted against the left-hand axis and are represented by bars. 

The phase angles are plotted against the right-hand axis and are represented by solid 

squares. 

The eigenanalysis examples presented in this chapter demonstrate the generality 

of linearization method by applying this technique to systems with non-zero velocities 

and accelerations. 
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1 global X-position of the tractor 
2 global Y-position of the tractor 
3 global Z-position of the tractor 
4 tractor rotation about the global X axis 
5 tractor rotation about the global Y axis 
6 tractor rotation about the global Z axis 
7 first relative rotation between the tractor and trailer 
8 second relative rotation between the tractor and trailer 
9 third relative rotation between the tractor and trailer 

10 relative translation between the front axle and the tractor 
11 relative rotation between the front axle and the tractor 
12 relative translation between the front drive axle and the tractor 
13 relative rotation between the &ont drive axle and the tractor 
14 relative translation between the rear drive axle and the tractor 
15 relative rotation between the rear drive axle and the tractor 
16 relative translation between the first traile axle and the trailer 
17 relative rotation between the first trailer axle and the trailer 
18 relative translation between the second trailer axle and the trailer 
19 relative rotation between the second trailer axle and the trailer 

Figure 5.3: Degrees of Freedom for the 5-Axle Tractor Semi-Trailer 
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Table 5.2: Eigenanalysis of a 5-Axle Truck 

genvalue Real Imaginary Damped Undamped Damping 
dumber Part Part Fequency Frequency Ratio 

1 0.000 0.000 M 

2 0.000 0.000 — —— — 

3 -0.478 0.000 — — — 

4 -2.382 0.000 — —— — 

5 -10.951 0.000 — -- --

6 -22.673 0.000 — — 

7 -0.020 -0.121 0.019 0.019 0.161 
8 -0.020 0.121 0.019 0.019 0.161 
9 -5.838 -3.949 0.629 1.122 0.828 
10 -5.838 3.949 0.629 1.122 0.828 
11 -2.161 -4689 0.746 0.822 0.419 
12 -2.161 4.689 0.746 0.822 0.419 
13 -0.567 -15.881 2.528 2.529 0.036 
14 -0.567 15.881 2.528 2.529 0.036 
15 -1.395 -20.294 3.230 3.237 0.069 
16 -1.395 20.294 3.230 3.237 0.069 
17 -4.585 -29.126 4.636 4.693 0.156 
18 -4.585 29.126 4.636 4.693 0.156 
19 -13.067 -57.888 9.213 9.445 0.220 
20 -13.067 57.888 9.213 9.445 0.220 
21 -13.126 -58.143 9.254 9.487 0.220 
22 -13.126 58.143 9.254 9.487 0.220 
23 -18.779 -65.115 10.363 10.786 0.277 
24 -18.779 65.115 10.363 10.786 0.277 
25 -18.928 -71.090 11.314 11.708 0.257 
26 -18.928 71.090 11.314 11.708 0.257 
27 -18.860 -71.501 11.380 11.769 0.255 
28 -18.860 71.501 11.380 11.769 0.255 
29 -14.331 -92.384 14.703 14.879 0.153 
30 -14.331 92.384 14.703 14.879 0.153 
31 -15.418 -97.420 15.505 15.698 0.156 
32 -15.418 97.420 15.505 15.698 0.156 
33 -18.318 -116.175 18.490 18.718 0.156 
34 -18.318 116.175 18.490 18.718 0.156 
35 -20.186 -119.821 19.070 19.339 0.166 
36 -20.186 119.821 19.070 19.339 0.166 
37 -20.497 -122.560 19.506 19.777 0.165 
38 -20.497 122.560 19.506 19.777 0.165 
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B magnitude 
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Figure 5.4: 5-Axle Eigenvector Associated with Eigenvalue 10 
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Figure 5.5: 5-Axle Eigenvector Associated with Eigenvalue 12 
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Figure 5.6: 5-Axle Eigenvector Associated with Eigenvalue 14 
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Figure 5.7: 5-Axle Eigenvector Associated with Eigenvalue 16 
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B magnitude 
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Figure 5.8: 5-Axle Eigenvector Associated with Eigenvalue 18 
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Figure 5.9: 5-Axle Eigenvector Associated with Eigenvalue 22 
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Figure 5.10: 5-Axle Eigenvector Associated with Eigenvalue 28 
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Figure 5.11; 5-Axle Eigenvector Associated with Eigenvalue 32 
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Figure 5.12: 5-Axle Eigenvector Associated with Eigenvalue 38 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis presented a new approach for linearization of large mnltibody dy

namic systems. The approach uses an analytical differentiation of terms evaluated 

in a numerical equation formulation. Because the method is based on a relative co

ordinate formalism, it is more efficient than any finite difference method without the 

concern of determining the proper dithering values. This new linearization approach 

was generalized to include systems with closed-loops, damping, and steady motion 

with non-zero accelerations. A number of examples were presented to illustrate the 

accuracy and efficiency of the algorithm. 
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8. APPENDIX: OPTIMIZATION OF FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

CHARACTERISTICS 

During a design procedure, it is often desirable to vary system parameters so as to 

change some frequency response characteristic of the system. This may include lower

ing the magnitude of the peak frequency responses, changing the natural frequencies 

themselves, or altering the relative motion of the system parts. To accomplish these 

changes, one or more design parameters must be dithered in a systematic way so as 

to implement the desired change without substantially altering the current system. 

Typically, an optimization algorithm of some type is use to accomplish this task. 

These algorithms require continuous knowledge of the frequency characteristic sen

sitivities with respect to design parameters. This involves repeated eigenanalysis of 

the linearized system as the optimization algorithm molds the system characteristics 

to the desired shape. 

Because an accurate and efficient linearization technique is essential to an opti

mization problem of this type, the technique developed in this thesis is ideal for such 

optimizations. This appendix presents the fundamental sensitivity tools required for 

optimization of frequency response characteristics. 
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8.1 Eigenvalue Sensitivities 

To determine the sensitivity of a complex eigenvalue with respect to a design 

parameter, the first order, homogeneous linearized system from Equation 3.47 is used. 

Maziiy + Kauajy = 0 (8.1) 

From this point on, the auxiliary Maux and Kauz matrices will be referred to simply 

as M and K. Assume a solution to Equation 8.1 in the form 

y = (8.2) 

where and u,* represent the ith eigenvalue and eigenvector of the system, respec

tively. Substituting Equation 8.2 into Equation 8.1 yields 

AjMuj + Ku,- = 0 (8.3) 

The rate of change of the *th eigenvalue with respect to a design variable, can be 

obtained by computing the partial derivative of this equation with respect to S [31] 

(8.4) 
uf Mu,-

8.2 Eigenvector Sensitivities 

Since the eigenvectors form a basis for the system motion, the partial derivative 

of an eigenvector with respect to a design parameter can be expressed as- a linear 

combination of the eigenvectors 

f 2n 
"t = E (8.5) 

i=i 
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where n is the number of second order differential equations in the system. Using 

Equation 8.5, the eigenvector sensitivities can be obtained by computing the partial 

derivative of Equation 8.3 with respect to S. This quantity is given by the expres

sion [31] 

u/ (k' - A/ - A;M') U; 
ag - (8.6) 

8.3 Damping Ratio and Undamped Natural Frequency Sensitivities 

In 1983, Thompson [32] extended eigenvalue sensitivity to include derivatives of 

damping ratios and undamped natural frequencies. From the definition of a damped 

system eigenvalue 

Xj = -Cjt^j + iwj^l - (8.7) 

the damping ratio and undamped natural frequency can be obtained from the real 

and imaginary components of the partial differentiation of Equation 8.7 with respect 

to a design parameter 

-\/l " (^1 - C j ^ R e  - Cjim 

dS u)j 
(8.8) 

(~g/) + (-g/) 

d8 uj 
(8.9) 

With the sensitivity Equations 8.4, 8.6, 8.8 and 8.9, the frequency response 

characteristics of any system can be optimized. 
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